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Gathering User Interface Design Requirementsfor Social Computing�Antonio Mendes da Silva FilhoyHans Kurt E. LiesenbergInstitute of ComputingState University of Campinasamendesjhans@dcc.unicamp.brAbstractDesign for cooperation is a challenge. As designers we note that as we are moving towardsthe �nal years of this century, several areas have achieved signi�cant breakthroughs. Amongthem, it is easy to perceive that areas of Computing and Telecommunications have had animpact of paramount importance to society as a whole. These technologies have allowed anincreasing integration of research �elds, people of various backgrounds and abilities as wellas made the interaction of di�erent cultures possible. As a result, we have been living inthe Internet era with a very large number of Web sites which can be visited, queried andplayed with. That constitutes what we call social computing. Application examples are:digital libraries, health care information systems, Physics collaboratories, and Web-basedentertainments like interactive Web games. Within this context, we are concerned with theuser interface design requirements gathering for such systems. In that sense, we present aprotagonist task-based approach for capturing the user interface design requirements.Keywords: Social computing, user interface design, HCI.1 INTRODUCTIONThe �nal years of this millennium have led the whole society to a digital maelstrom due tosigni�cant breakthroughs achieved in the areas of Computing and Telecommunications. Astime goes on, we are faced with the convergence of these technologies. Such an integration hasmade the reshaping of traditional computing possible where most of users are used to work onstand-alone machines. Today the traditional computing is giving way to the social computingwhich allows an ever increasing interaction of research �elds, people of various backgrounds andabilities as well as of di�erent cultures.Social computing is an o�spring of the Internet era where a very large number of Web sitescan be visited, queried and played with. We have identi�ed a number of applications such as:Digital Libraries [4], [15], Health Care Information Systems [14], Physics Collaboratories [1], andWeb-based Entertainments like multiuser Web games [20]. We call it social computing since itallows di�erent players at di�erent sites to play together in a, e.g., networked Web game. Wemay have as well a Web-based collaborating system, such as the Digital Agora by Watters et al.[21] where the system aims at providing support for active learning in social sciences. Users ofthat system are typically students, faculty and institution advisers. These examples illustratesscenarios where performers acts cooperatively within a shared working environment.� This research is partially supported by the Brazilian Council of Research (CAPES).y Assistant Professor in the Department of Informatics at the State University of Maring�a, Maring�a, PR,Brazil, 87020-900. Email: amendes@din.uem.br.



The availability of network infrastructure together with the computer resources have madethis dream become a reality. Today, it is common to make use of electronic mail, videoconference,networked Web games, digital libraries and so on. Nevertheless, the popularity of the Internethas demanded more and more from interactive systems designers in that they are concerned withthe improvement of the usability level of such systems. These networked systems have speci�cusability problems not found earlier on stand-alone machines. Internet browsers hide detailsof the underlying networks from the user. This leads to unpredictability because without thatkind of information it is di�cult to determine whether retrieval commands will be successful.For example, a remote site failure will prevent requested information from being delivered toa user. Additionally, communication bottlenecks can delay the data transmission between abrowser and remote servers. Within this context, we are concerned with the way designerscan gather user interface design requirements. To tackle this kind of problems, we present aprotagonist task-based approach in order to capture signi�cant high level aspects of the userinterface designs.Background issues on user interface design and approaches for social computing are providedin Section 2. A protagonist task-based approach for user interface design requirements gatheringis given in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the use of our approach through an example of amultiuser Web game and concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.2 BACKGROUND ISSUESComputer systems are intended to aid people to perform their work. Henceforth, such systemsmust be built to �t the needs of their users. However, there is no way that a system can workwell with a user group (e.g. a cooperative group) without a deep understanding of the users insuch a group.Computer technology can and has acted as a direct aid to people at their tasks carried outduring work activities. Computers are making large and signi�cative di�erences in people's lifeand work styles. At this time, it is important to point out that a computer does not simplyreplace a manual operation with a computer operation. It changes dramatically the pattern ofwork and of communication in a workplace. Thus, we aim at showing that computer technologyalone cannot provide the answers when we deal with human activities. The tasks, the culture,the social structure, and the individual human being are all essential components of the job,and unless the computational tools �t seamlessly in the structure, the result may be failure.As designers we need to take all these issues into account. Together with these observationswe note that the transformation of telecommunications, brought about mainly by a close rela-tionship with computers, is both driving down the cost of communication and driving up theamount of information that can be exchanged. In this context, we present a way of how de-signers can gather user interface design requirements for social computing which includes thosesystems mentioned earlier. We, however, discuss �rstly two related approaches that might beused in the design process and have inspired our approach. They are: Participatory Design andEthnography-based Design.2.1 Participatory DesignParticipatory Design (PD) is an approach where future users of computers systems participatedirectly with designers in the design process. The approach was pioneered in Scandinavia, iswidely accepted throughout Europe and is getting attention in the USA. Clement and Besselaar[3] give a historical review of the PD approach. The ingredients in PD projects have beenidenti�ed by Clement and Besselaar [3]:



� Access to relevant information.� Independent voice in decision making.� User-controlled resources: time, facilities, expertise.� Appropriate development methods.� Organizational/technical exibility.On top of afore-mentioned issues, Greenbaum [5] gives three reasons for the need of PD:from a pragmatic perspective, a theoretical perspective, and a political perspective.In the pragmatic perspective, she states that \... it is generally acknowledged that approxi-mately 60 to 80% of all problems can be traced to poor or inadequate requirement speci�cations.Obviously, computer systems need to better suit people's working practices. Since those who dowork know how it is done, we need to involve the designers of the systems with day-to-day workexperience early in the project when the basic design choices are make". While from a politicalperspective, she argues that \As systems developers we have the obligation to provide peoplewith the opportunity to inuence their own lives. We believe it is our professional responsabilitynot only to build systems that are cost-e�ective but that also improve the quality of work live".2.2 Ethnography-based DesignEthnography is a technique originally developed by anthropologists where they spend long pe-riods of time in foreign societies aiming to understand the social mechanisms. Within a contextof design, the major objective is at getting a thorough understanding of work practices in orderto better support the computer system design.This is an approach that has been receiving an increasing interest. By having its startingpoint anchored in the social sciences and the humanities, it brings a provoking and relevantperspective into design. The focus is on the detailed analysis of current work practices, asviewed by the people who actually do the work.According to Blomberg et al[2], the four main principles that guide the ethnographic workare:� First hand encounters: a commitment to study the activities of people in their everydaysettings.� Holism: a belief that particular behaviors can only be understood in the everyday contextin which they occur.� Descriptive rather than prescriptive: describe how people actually behave, instead of howthey ought to behave.� Members' point-of-view: describe behavior in terms relevant and meaningful to studyparticipants.The afore-said principles entail that designers should not pre-de�ne any conceptual frame-work. Instead, designers are expected to capture the social structure in order to better supportthe cooperative work. Moreover, since work is a socially organized activity, where the actualbehavior di�ers from the way it is described by who does it, it is mandatory not only to relyon interviews but also in observations of everyday activities at the workplace where technologyis supposed to be inserted. In that sense, it is similar to the Contextual Design approach ofHoltzblatt and Beyer [6, 7] in which CD gathers design data by having designers watching peopledo their own jobs, interspersing observation, discussion, and reconstruction of past events. Inthe next Section we present our approach which aims at helping designers in the process of userinterface design requirements gathering.



3 PROTAGONISTS TASK-BASED DESIGNIn this Section an approach to gather user interface design (UID) requirements is presented.Within this context, we are concerned with the interface component of an interactive system.More speci�cally, our interest lies on the way people interact with computers, i.e. the controlaspects. In that sense, Myers et al [12] de�nes Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) as \the studyof how people design, implement, and use interactive computer systems and how computers a�ectindividuals, organizations, and society". Furthermore, Myers [11] points out a set of di�cultiesfor designing user interfaces. They are:� the di�culty in knowing tasks and users;� the inherent complexity of tasks and applications;� The variety of di�erent aspects and requirements;� theories and guidelines are not su�cient;� di�culty of doing iterative design.In order to tackle these afore-said di�culties and to better support the process of gatheringuser interface design requirements, we consider tasks carried out by protagonists. Protagonistsare all the components that play roles in an interaction scenario. Such protagonist are bothuser(s) and system components. These components can be viewed as software components withmajor functionality roles. Herein, we are concerned with the tasks carried out by protagonists.In this respect, human beings often utilize computers to carry out their tasks. We can havetasks as guiding elements for a UID requirements gathering.This approach for UID requirements gathering is proposed due to the diversity of users withdi�erent knowledge levels as well as a variety of both interaction styles and implementation tech-nology. This need becomes even greater in social computing scenarios discussed earlier on in thispaper due to the inherent complexity. Moreover, interface technologies are gradually migratingfrom command-oriented to noncommand-oriented interfaces as pointed out by Nielsen [13]. Afurther note is that human beings interact with computers easily if human-computer interactionis based on metaphors of their daily activities. Thus we use protagonist task descriptions sothat the requirements can reect known user metaphors.We also advocate the need to start task-based requirements gathering at a high abstractionlevel where only user intentions are captured. This makes the process of requirements gatheringeasier for handling and upgrading as the re�nement process proceeds until detailed requirementsare obtained and implementation decisions are made. Besides the use of a protagonist task-basedapproach, we can get users involved early enough in the design process provided that appropriatemetaphors related to their daily tasks are used. Using metaphors in such a process augmentsthe integration between users and designers because they can communicate between each otherusing a common language derived from such metaphors. User intentions at the task abstractionlevel are high-level goals which exist in the user's conceptual model about the system. Userintentions to reach a goal are described at a high abstraction level without reference to anysystem presentation feature. For instance, in a �le system delete a �le represents a user intentionin the task abstraction level. However, drag a �le icon to a destination (e.g. trashcan icon), typea command rm �le or utter the command remove �le are respectively descriptions of low-leveluser intentions with desktop, command-based, and natural language interfaces that perform theassociated high-level intention.Note that abstraction is a key principle in any engineering discipline and software engineeringmight not be an exception. Such concept together with modularity [16, 17] are used as designguidelines in our approach. Therefore, a UID requirements gathering based on metaphors of



the domain context aims at facilitating the user involvement in the design process. Below wepresent the steps needed for our approach.1. System description - Obtain a system description of the system under development (SUD).2. System protagonists identi�cation - These protagonists can be both user and system com-ponents depending on decisions of what parts of a working process should or should notbe carried out automatically. To do so, we use the Protagonist Action Notation (PAN)[19].3. Development of interaction scenarios involving system protagonists - For every protagonist,the designer must describe scenarios in order to identify its tasks.4. System architectural model identi�cation - Herein, we seek a system description in termsof its architectural model.5. System task representation - In this step, we de�ne a task set for each protagonist by usingTask Coordination Models (TCMs).So far we have presented the main steps of our protagonist task-based UID requirementsgathering approach. To support our approach, we illustrate in the next Section how to carryout the UID requirements gathering through a multiuser Web game example.4 NETCONNECT4 - A MULTIUSER WEB GAMEThis Section presents an example of social computing related to entertainment application. Itis so-called NetConnect4 system. NetConnect4 is a simple multiuser Web game. We startproviding background issues on multiplayer games and game theory to underlie the presentationof this case study and then we illustrate the use of our approach to describe interaction aspectsof NetConnect4.4.1 Multiplayer GamesMultiplayer Games that can be run on multiple machines are also known as Network Games,which means that the games are capable of enabling multiple players to play interactively ontop of a network. In the case of networked Web games, the communication between players ismediated by the Internet. In other words, in a networked Web game which involves two or moreplayers, players are able to play the game together and interact with each other via their Webconnection in a concurrent manner.In multiuser games, the communication design can be a�ected by the way the game playprogresses, which is determined by the type of the particular game. Most games fall into one oftwo categories:� Turn-based games are games in which each action in the game is based on a player's turn;� Event-based games are games that are paced by input events that can occur at any time.NetConnect4 is a turn-based game because players are allowed to make a move only at theirturn.



4.2 Game TheoryGame Theory is a research area devoted to the study of decision making in conict situations.It can be used to shed light on how people interact with each other in a multiplayer computergame scenario. Game theory might help a designer to �gure out more creative approaches tothe game strategy itself. Such a situation exists when two or more decision makers, or players,with di�ering objectives act on the same system or share the same resources. Game theoryprovides an underlying process for selecting an optimum strategy which depends on the movesof the opponents who have a strategy of their own. In game theory, the following assumptionsare usually made:� each player has two or more well-speci�ed choices or sequences of choices called moves;� every possible combination of moves available to the players leads to a well-de�ned endstate (win, loss, or draw) that terminates the game;� a speci�ed payo� for each player is associated with each end state;� each decision maker has perfect knowledge of the game and of their opponents, i.e., heknows in full detail the rules of the game as well as payo�s for all other players;� all decision makers are rational, i.e., each player, given two alternatives, will select onethat yields the greater payo�.Although general in scope and not originally directed at computer games, game theorytouches on many of the same concerns that are raised when strategies for multiplayer computergames are being designed. Two players in a network multiplayer game often go through much ofthe same thought pattern as people engaged in a verbal conict. Game theory applies equallyto both scenarios. More details on game theory are given by Russel [18] and Luger [10].4.3 Designing NetConnect4NetConnect4 is a multiuser Web game where the major goal is to establish a sequence of fourpieces (similar to tic-tac-toe). The following presents the full game description and we useprotagonist task-based approach to gather UID requirements.4.3.1 System DescriptionThe game description is as follows.NetConnect4 is played with a rectangular board that contains a 7x6 array of positions(6 lines, 7 columns) as shown in Figure 1. The board of NetConnect4 stands invertical position where each column corresponds to a set of slots. Thus one moveconsists of selecting a column and drop into it a round piece. Gravity then takes careof the rest. This is how a player can push pieces into the board. To win a game aplayer needs to establish a sequence of four of its own pieces horizontally, verticallyor diagonally.Note that NetConnect4 is a turn-based game because the opponent is only allowedto make a move when it is his turn. NetConnect4 requires two players for a game.Communication between players is indirect, i.e., a third protagonist (referee) comesinto play acting as a communication mediator for the players. In the envisagedsystem, we may have more than one pair of players playing games. Thus, for everypair of players a referee is needed who is assigned by a referee chair. So after detecting



the existence of two interested players not yet paired, the referee chair assigns areferee for the game of those players. Afterwards, the referee chair waits for anothercouple of players to show up in order to assign another referee for those new interestedplayers. This assignment process proceeds as long as new players show up. Figure 2shows a scenario where all NetConnect4 protagonists take part. Note that for everypair of players a referee has been assigned by the referee chair. Other referees areassigned to mediate communication between each established pair of players whichhave shown up requesting to take part in a game. In other words a player wantsto take part in a game, then he must make a request to the referee chair and waitfor another player to show up so that the referee chair can pair him with the playerand assign a referee to mediate the game. The gray node in Figure 2 illustrates aninterested player waiting for an opponent.
Figure 1: Board of NetConnect4.
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4.3.2 Identi�cation of System ProtagonistsProtagonists are all the components that play roles in an interaction scenario. Such protagonistsare both user(s) and system (or system components). These components can be viewed assoftware components with major functionality roles. In order to carry out tasks, interactionsbetween these protagonists must occur. In that case, we need to capture not only user actions butalso system-generated actions. Thus using a notation that captures only user actions constitutesa hindrance to the user interface design needs. Consequently, a designer needs a notation thatallows him to capture the whole interaction picture. In our example each player interacts with thecorresponding player interface component and noti�es his move to the assigned referee wheneverit is his turn. The remaining protagonists are referees and the referee chair. Figure 3 shows theprotagonists identi�ed for NetConnect4. To do that, we use PAN (protagonist-based notation(see [19] for more details) to provide designer with a high abstraction level notation that allowshim to document the requirements gathered.
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User1 Player1 Referee Player2 User2Figure 4: Interaction scenario for NetConnect4.4.3.4 Identi�cation of the System Architectural ModelAt this step, we do a system description in terms of their protagonists. It is worth pointing outthat both users and software components can play the role of protagonists. Figure 4 gave usan idea of a possible architectural model for the system. That �gure suggests that the referee



acts as a communication stream manager between the players, i.e., it acts as a server while thetwo player interface components are its clients. So we identify the client-server model for thissystem.4.3.5 Task Description of NetConnect4From the identi�cation of the protagonists and their interactions at a high abstraction levelan architectural model for NetConnect4 has been identi�ed. Such identi�cation was derivedsmoothly based on the adopted interaction scenario where each protagonist is capable of per-forming some particular tasks.Tasks of the Referee Chair:1. Wait for:(a) player(s) that want(s) to either start or draw a game;(b) noti�cations of games that have �nished.2. If there exists a request of a player to play a game, then accept that request.3. If there exist at least two players that wait to start a game then:(a) pair the two players,(b) assign a referee for the game,(c) enable one of the players to start the game.4. If there exists a request for a drawing, then accept it and dismiss the referee of that game.5. If a win has been detected and noti�ed by a referee, inform both players that took part ofthe game that their game is over and dismiss the referee.Figure 5 illustrates the TCM for the referee chair. It is worth observing that Figure 5 notonly shows the tasks of the referee chair but reveals as well the relationship among them, i.e.,how the task coordination takes place. The particular TCM of Figure 5 represents the tasksand their relationships of just one protagonist in PAN. In other words, it describes tasks of andhow they are coordinated by the referee chair protagonist.
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Furthermore, the designer does not conceive this model at once. Initially, he identi�esthe tasks, then how tasks are related to each other, and �nally what stimuli cause navigationbetween tasks. In particular, the termination of a task can motivate a navigation to anotherone or actions of other protagonists may as well cause task navigation in the TCM of the refereechair as when he receives a request from a player for drawing a game.Directed edges in TCM are labelled with stimuli caused by events generated by protagonists.An event can be passed from one protagonist to another. Additionally, events can carry databetween protagonists. The reader should also note that a referee chair does not interfere in agame. It is in charge of only detecting player requests to draw from a game, pair players anddismiss referees when appropriate.Now consider the tasks of a referee. Note that each referee plays the role of a communicationmediator between a couple of players helping them to play the game. In other words, a refereeplays the role of intermediating moves of each player against his opponent.Tasks of a Referee:1. Wait for a move of the enabled player.2. If the information about a move is received, then:(a) update the state of the game;(b) in the case of a win, then notify both winner and loser as well as notify the refereechair about the win and wait for dismissal;(c) if no win has ocurred, then enable the opponent of the player who realized the mostrecent move.3. If there exist a request for drawing from a player, then let its opponent be acquainted withthis fact, notify the referee chair about it and wait for dismissal.Figure 6 shows the TCM for a referee. We can see the tasks of a referee, relationships amongthem and the stimuli that motivate task navigation.
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Tasks of a player:1. Make a request to the referee chair for playing a game.2. If you want to draw, then requests it to the referee chair and wait for response.3. While staying in the game, wait for your turn and:(a) if a win has taken place, then you:� can either play a new game by making an appropriate request to the referee chair;or� may want to draw the game by asking the referee chair for it and waiting for aresponse.(b) if it is your turn, then perform a move based on state of the game and let the refereebe acquainted with it.(c) if it is not your turn, then receive via referee the move of your opponent, update yourinternal data, notify the user about the new state of the game.Note that the basic task of a player is to inform the referee chair the intent of playing agame, and then, after having been enabled, to communicate a move to the assigned referee. Aplayer gets acquainted with the state of the game by referee and updates itself. Moreover, aplayer needs to reason about the game in order to carry out a new move. Figure 7 gives theTCM for a player.
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self-updateFigure 7: TCM for player.5 CONCLUDING REMARKSThis paper presents an approach for gathering user interface requirements based on protagonisttasks. Target applications were those in social computing context. This emerging class ofapplication has been a product of the Internet era where a diversity of users and interactionstyles has required more and more from designers. One of our major concerns was to �nd out away to identify the social scenario where the computer technology can provide support.



Furthermore, using protagonist tasks facilitates and motivates user participation. We alsotackle the di�culty of having e�ective user participation within a design process by using acommon language based on protagonist tasks to enable a clean communication between user(s)and designer (team).Social computing is not out there to reect the designers' understanding of an activity butto provide computer support to the everyday working needs of our society.An illustration of our approach was given through a multiuser Web game. This scenariodescribes the complex activity of managing the entire game. We may have a number of users ingreat expectation to get paired with someone else in order to play. Besides taking care of that,the system also needs to either assign referees to mediate games or supervise ongoing games.Despite of being a small example, it conveys several di�culties inherent to a social computingapplication discussed in Section 1.The work presented in this paper is part of a project which aims at both mapping a HCIdesign into an interface software design [19] and providing an interface development method-ology. Therein, we address the derivation of interface software design from the HCI design.Interface software design is the other major activity we have in an interactive system devel-opment. We have been using the Xchart speci�cation language [8, 9] for the design of theinterface software. Further details about Xchart language and environment can be found at:http://www.dcc.unicamp.br/proj-xchart/6 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThe authors would like to thank the �nancial support from CAPES.References[1] D. A. Agarwal, S. R. Sachs, and W. E. Johnston. The Reality of Collaboratories. ComputerPhysics Communications, 110(1{3):134{141, May 1998.[2] J. Blomberg, J. Giacomi, A. Mosher, and P. Swenton-Hall. Ethnographic Field Methodsand Their Relation to Design. D. Schuler and A. Namioka (Eds.): Participatory Design:Principles and Practices, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Publishers, pages 123{155, 1993.[3] A. Clement and P. Van den Besselaar. A Retrospective Look at the PD Projects. Commu-nications of the ACM, 36(4):29{37, June 1993.[4] IEEE Computer. Special Issue on Digital Libraries Initiatives. IEEE Computer, 29(5), May1996.[5] J. Greenbaum. PD: A Personal Statement. Communications of the ACM, 36(4), June 1993.[6] K. Holtzblatt and H. Beyer. Contextual Design: Principles and Practice. D. Wixon and J.Ramey (Eds.): Fields Methods Casebook for Software Design, Wiley Computer Publishing,pages 301{333, 1996.[7] K. Holtzblatt and H. Beyer. Contextual Design: De�ning Customer Centered Systems.(Reading), Morgan Kaufman Publishers, 1998.[8] F. N. Lucena. XCHART: Um Modelo de Especi�ca�c~ao e Implementa�c~ao de Gerenciadoresde Di�alogo. PhD Thesis, Institute of Computing, State University of Campinas, Brasil, Dec1996.
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